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trade (N-S) to New Orleans
transportation

isolation from other countries
trade & fishing

Bread Basket - wheat
Grazing land
Commercial farming

water
coal
iron ore
lumber

forestry, fishing, shipbuilding, 
trade, manufacturing

farming (wheat & corn), factories, 
manufacturing, fertile soil

large farming (plantations)
"Cotton Economy"

tobacco industries, rice farming
rich soil, warm climate

Slaves were needed to help on large plantations to pick cotton.
It was a labor intensive crop.
Cheap labor needed to sustain the plantation system.
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Thomas Jefferson
wrote the Declaration of Independence
3rd president of US
strict constructionist (interpretation)
states' rights advocate
Anti-federalist
wanted a weak national gov't so that it would not frighten 
the people or take away states' power
purchased the Louisiana Purchase 1803 from France & 
doubled the size of the US

All people have natural rights - He influenced Jefferson 
When a gov't fails to protect natural rights, the citizens have a 
right to remove it

Power should be divided among 3 branches of gov't
Separation of Powers

Developed the social contract theory
Support of the gov't by the consent of the governed - 
influenced Declaration of Independence

wrote about need for freedom of speech, freedom of religion, 
freedom of press, freedom of assembly

1620

Before landing at Plymouth, the colonist (Pilgrims) consented 
to be governed by a gov't that they created (social contract)

First representative law-making body

1619

first written Constitution 1639 - implied the consent 
of the governed

British forbid colonial settlement past the Appalachian Mts b/c they didn't 
want to pay the cost of protecting these territories from the Indians

They resented being told where to live by a gov't across the Atlantic
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The British had neglected the colonies for many years - 
now that they needed money, they started butting in to all the colonists' affairs

Colonists exist to benefit the economy of the mother country!
Colonies supply their parent nations with raw materials that are used to produce finished goods, and then exported back. 

Colonies not only served as a source for the raw materials, but also as an exclusive market for the parent country. 

required a tax stamp on printed materials - 
colonists were angry & forced their repeal

punished Massachusetts for the Boston Tea 
Party by closing the port of Boston

The colonies were taxed by Britain but had no 
representation or role in the gov't that taxed them

people have natural rights - "life, liberty, pursuit of happiness"

the consent of the governed - or people can get rid of the gov't

announced to the world the complaints against Great Britain - justified the reasons

Thomas Paine's pamphlet 
calling for common sense in 
separating from Great Britain

a collection of essays 
written by Thomas Paine in 
support of an independent, 

self-governing America

set the pattern by which new 
states could join the union
prohibited slavery in the 
northwest territory

no single currency (money) - every state had its own
no president
very weak national gov't
couldn't tax
couldn't coin money
couldn't get $ to raise an army

TOO WEAK!!!
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small states wanted 
equal reps in Congress

large states wanted representation
(based on population)

Bicameral - 2 House Legislature
Congress

Senate House of Reps(100)
(435)

How are slaves to be counted toward 
representation in the House of Reps?

Every 5 slaves would 
count as 3 persons

imports
exports

states had to approve 
the constitution

powers that were given 
to the STATES 

powers that were given 
to the FEDERAL GOV'T

powers that were shared b/w states & fed gov't

A gov't sharing power between a strong 
central gov't and smaller states

essays in defense of our new Constitution

the introduction (purpose) of our Constitution

                                          dividing power 
among 3 branches of gov't to avoid tyranny
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Loose interpretation of 
Constitution
Strong Federal gov't

National Bank

Business & property

Hamilton

Strict interpretation of 
Constitution
States rights

No National Bank
Feared loss of local, 
state power
Feared tyranny (central 
gov't would be too strong)

SUPPORTED BILL OF RIGHTS

To insure that one 
branch of gov't would 

not become too 
powerful
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Gives Congress the 
power to stretch the 
Constitution to meet 

new situations

can be started by 2/3 
vote of Congress
must be ratified or 
approved by 3/4 of 
states

Supreme Court can 
determine 

Constitutionality of 
laws

declare war Federal & State roads 
& commerce

Education
(ex: NYS Regents)

Marriage & Driving laws
(ex: Gay Marriage, Driving 
License)

NEXT PAGE

ex: Air Traffic

amend = a change 
to the constitution

This is an example of 
Checks & Balances
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Conducts foreign relations

Heads military

Supports political ideas (Barak Obama is the Chief of the Democratic Party)

Freedom of Petition
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it can review laws & previous

had no right to sue 

found
him not-guilty

decisions and rule against them

if they violate the Constitution

in court!
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separate facilities

separate but equal

chief executive

documents
USSR

to counsel (lawyer)
even if you couldn't afford one
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search warrants 

  his rights to remain silent, lawyer

may

was not immune from the law

were needed!

the suspect
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The Constitution specifically states that population must be counted 
every 10 years to determine Representatives in the House

House of Reps = based on population = electoral votes

The president can win based on electoral votes but still 
not have the majority of the popular vote

Gore won the popular vote but lost the electoral vote 
when he failed to win Florida's electoral votes

George Washington

advise the president on a wide range of topics/concerns

States vs. Federal powers

unconstitutional

Marbury vs. Madison

checks and balances

a literal reading of the Constitution holding that 
the federal government has only those powers 
explicitly delegated to it in the Constitution

a belief that the provisions of the Constitution, 
especially those granting power to the government, 
are to be constructed in broad terms
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2 terms of office limit

the cabinet

limiting a President to 2 terms (8 years)

neutrality

being isolated thanks to the Atlantic Ocean

wanted Congress to create a National Bank

First Sec. of the Treasury

Protective tariff to protect America's new 
industries from foreign competition

They had the power to 
enforce laws and taxes

Made it more difficult to become a citizen - it was illegal to 
speak out against the gov't if you were an alien

violated the 1st Amendment

Madison and Jefferson declared the acts dangerous to 
civil liberties and representative government
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Chief Justice of the Supreme Court - led the Court and strengthened 
the Federal government

can decide if laws are 
constitutional or unconstitutional

Judicial Review

Federal Supremacy and national 
issues were strengthened - upheld 

the creation of National Bank

Power of the National government 
over commerce & power to regulate 

interstate commerce (trade)

very vital to American trade - at the mouth of 
the Mississippi R.

lots of land (doubled the size of our nation)

strict

impressment (kidnapping) of  U.S. 
sailors by British & French
violation of America's freedom of the seas

Ended in a draw - no winner

North American tribes lost G.B. as their ally

An end to European colonization in 
the Western Hemisphere

No intervention by Europe in existing 
nations of Latin America

The US promises not to interfere in 
European affairs

Increased 
Nationalism

TJ had to adopt a loose 
interpretation
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south was agricultural & depended on 
cotton & slave labor

rich landowners created huge farms

for profits - there was a need for free or 
cheap labor to work on plantations

states
southern states felt that they could 
disregard/ignore laws that didn't pertain 
to their interests

Industrial
Manufacturing
Banking

Began in the North
Social reforms who wanted to end slavery

federal

Angry Americans 
blamed Spain for 
sinking the U.S.S. 
Maine, a battleship, 

in the Cuban 
Harbor

He said that the 
Monroe Doctrine 

requires the U.S. to 
act like a policeman 

in the western 
hemisphere

JFK told the Soviets to 
take down their missile 

sites in Cuba. He 
blockaded the island of 

Cuba.
Cuba - 90 miles from US

The US support contra 
rebels who were trying to 

overthrow their 
communist backed gov't

Harriet Tubman

helped thousands of slaves escape to the north
stops along the way at secret houses where 

slaves could hide
Underground Railroad

strong sense of loyalty to your section of the nation (North/South/West)

"Big Stick Policy" US Policy of Containment 

Against 
Protective 

Tariffs

For
Protective 

Tariffs
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American System

linked up the Hudson River with the Great Lakes 

connects Ohio, Pennsylvania, NY, Connecticut, 
with the west 

Andrew Jackson gave gov't jobs to his supporters and 
friends as a thank-you for their help during the election.

Civil Service Exams later ended this practice

man of the people "poor man's" president
(common man)

first western president
popular war hero

appealed to the majority of the people

forcing Native American to move 
west of the Mississippi River

US Army forced the Cherokee to 
leave in a forced winter march

thousands died of 
exposure, cold, & disease

Worcester vs. Georgia
Supreme Court ruled that Georgia 
couldn't remove Native Americans 
but President Jackson went ahead 

with the removal anyway

PATRONAGE
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as new land was acquired, the question arose over whether the new 
state would be slave or free and this upset the balance in Congress

became free state

became slave state

prohibited slavery north of 36 30 latitude1820

would vote to decide the slavery question

laws provided for the return of slaves who escaped into free territory

residents of territories decide by voting 
whether or not slavery would be allowed

Violent confrontations 
involving anti-slave free-

states & pro-slavery activists 
over the issue of whether 
Kansas would enter the 
Union as slave or free

Led a violent anti-slavery 
revolt in Harpers Ferry, 

Virginia in 1859 (raided a 
federal arsenal to seize 

weapons for a slave rebellion
-executed for treason

No African American, slave or 
free were citizens & therefore 

were not entitled to 
Constitutional protection.

Congress could not deprive 
people of their property 

(slaves)

19th Century belief that the US was destined to 
expand from the Atlantic to the Pacific

The voluntary giving up of land (Mexico)
- lands of California, New Mexico, Arizona, etc.

Formal act of acquiring land (the US annexed Texas)

created the territories of Kansas & Nebraska & repealed the Missouri Compromise

became free state
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The south became angry when Lincoln won & 
South Carolina was the first to secede 

The nation had elected a northerner who 
opposed the extension of slavery

To leave the union
By 1861 - 7 states had seceded & formed The 

Confederate States of America

 - a radical abolitionist 
newspaper

He promoted "immediate 
emancipation" of slaves & 

rights for women

editor

After escaping from slavery, he 
became a leader of the Abolitionist 

movement, gaining fame for his 
fiery speeches and writing

Freed slave and black American 
civil rights activist

Organized a series of "safe 
houses" where escaping slaves 
could rest safely as they made 

their way north - she made 19 trips 
to escort escapees

Anti-slavery novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe.
It became the best selling novel of the 19th Century.

When Lincoln met the author he said,
"So you are the little lady who started this great war."
The book popularized a number of stereotypes about 

plantation owners, overseers and black people.
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Women saw slaves fighting for freedom & wanted 
to be "free" too - demanded for EQUALITY

to end inequalities faced by married women

women

people could be arrested without due process 
rights if they were a threat to the union

He hoped that by freeing the slaves in the Confederacy, 
support for the war would grow in the North and in Europe 

at a time when the Union was discouraged

Fought mostly on their land

Defending their culture and 
economic system

Good Generals!
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Civil War killed more 
Americans than any 

other war b/c we were 
fighting Americans

Disease & Poor 
treatment of wounds

Andrew Johnson

Became President when Lincoln was killed
Impeached but not convicted

Wanted to follow Lincoln's plan for Reconstruction
Radical Republicans charged him with high crimes and misdemeanors

Rebuilding after Civil War

13,14,15th

Pardons to southerners 
who swore loyalty

10% had to oaths

Equality and Adjustment to society

South states must ratify 
the 14th Amendments

prohibited former southern 
officials from holding office

5 military districts divide up the South

formed to help freed men 
get jobs, homes, food, etc.

Andrew Johnson
Bill Clinton

2 presidents in our 
nation were 

impeached but they 
weren't convicted
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Republican northern who came South to make $ off Reconstruction

freed the slaves
gave them 

constitutional 
rights of citizens

gave them the 
right to vote

passed in 
Southern States to 

keep blacks in 
conditions close to 

slavery

Ku Klux Klan
terrorized blacks

African 
Americans had 
to pay a tax to 

vote

Tough reading 
test given to 

blacks before 
they could vote

unfair law said a 
black man could 
only vote if his 

grandfather could 
vote in 1867

Laws established 
segregation in 

schools, railroads 
cars, bathrooms
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Commander in Chief

Andrew Carnegie
- steel magnate

Industrialists, businessman and philanthropist - 
believed wealthy had a duty to help the poor

His goal was to control all aspects of steel making

Survival of the fittest in business
Laissez-Faire capitalists found justification in this science theory 

Plenty of cheap labor available to man the factories - 
allowed profits to be made 

Hands off policy - Gov't should not regulate business
Non-interference will lead to more growth

When one company is able to dominate and 
control smaller, similar companies

Dominance of a market by a single company

He founded libraries, Carnegie Hall
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The rich have responsibility to "give back."
A rich person should not die rich!

Captain of Industry

Terrence Powderly
skilled & unskilled

women, African Americans

Samuel Gompers
skilled worker
(craft union)

International Union
Believed that all workers 

should be united as a classSocialists & anarchists

Goal was to promote worker solidarity & 
form the structure of a new society

Federal troops were sent in to stop 
the strikes and riots

Hatred for immigrants

Asians worked cheaply & took 
away jobs from others

Improved the attitude towards 
Asian immigrants - need for 

cheap labor source
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South & Eastern Europe

they were different - language,

SEGREGATED Indians but 
tried to teach American culture

Native Americans

Break up tribes - give land to individuals & citizenship

brought people & carried western 
crops to eastern markets
barbed wire added to growth of 
ranches & farming
western cities grew
more jobs
economy grew

Exclusion Acts

took more land away

non-regulated prices
large farmers got cheaper RR rates

culture, dress, religion (Jews,Catholics)
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land

crops

3rd political party

they worked to 

to represent special interest groups
(ex: Progressives)

Upton Sinclair

wrote "The Jungle"
exposing disgusting conditions in the meat packing 
industry - this lead to the Meat Inspection Act

regulate the power of RR's and to make political

changes to favor farmers' interests
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a reformer who investigated issues of concern (writer, photographer, cartoonist)

showed the terrible conditions of the urban poor

exposed the disgusting conditions of the meat packing industries

exposed the abuses committed by this company

settlement house for immigrants - provided education, playgrounds, 
and other community services

worked for reforms to increase citizen participation

secret ballot, initiative, referendum, recall

exposed the corruption in city gov't

They increased direct citizen participation in gov't
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make changes in society

His goal was to break up & 
dissolve huge trusts

(group of corporations run by 
a single board of directors)
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wanted to be able to vote

thought their votes would help 
solve other social problems

radical organizations led by Stanton & Anthony

moderate organizations led by Lucy Stone

worked for a constitutional amendments - 
didn't pass until 1920

lower interest rates & make it 
easier to borrow $$

raise interest rates

equal opportunities for

college education for

vocational education 

Improvements shortened distances around the world - Industrial 
growth sped up more factory production & railroads connected all

US needed naval bases all over the world to become powerful 

US needed new sources of raw materials - the US needed new 
places (markets to sell manufactured goods (Imperialism)

We needed more land b/c the frontier was disappearing

It was the evolutionary order that the stronger nations were the 
fittest and the strongest should survive

Christianity would be brought to "barbaric" unchristian areas of 
the world & better the lives of these people

African Americans
& trade schools for
African Americans
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Perry said he would be back in 6 months with an even larger 
array of steamships ready to use whatever means necessary 

to force the Japanese to participate if they refused

Trade rights in China & fair access to the Chinese market

American planters in Hawaii could get as much 
for their sugar as growers on the mainland

Humanitarian concerns - many Americans 
sympathized with the Cuban Revolution and were 

appalled by the Spanish treatment of civilian

Publishers battled for newspaper readers so they 
printed the most sensational stories & pictures they 

could find at the horrors of the Cuban Revolution

The US battleship the "Maine" exploded in the 
Havana Harbor - 266 Americans died and the public 
blamed Spain although the cause was undetermined

"Speak softly and carry a big stick."

With the Monroe Policy as its justification, the US 
intervened often - the US tried to use peaceful 
methods but would use military force if needed

"Chronic wrongdoing may force the US to 
use its police power in Latin America."
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strategic position for trade and defense

we helped them out 
economically & militarily

The US invested $ in 
foreign economies

neutrality & isolation

Our ships & citizens 
were being targeted!

We had no freedom 
of the seas

Many American 
lives lost

Germans supposedly sent a 
telegram to Mexico asking 
them to help fight the US

served to control those who opposed the 
war effort - it was a crime to speak disloyally

Free speech could be restricted during wartime

Americans began to call for imprisonment of Communists in the US
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it would entangle us in the

affairs of Europe

ISOLATION
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growth of suburbs
real estate boom
social equality - more opportunities

steel, rubber, paint, oil industries
tractors replaced horses on farms
installment buying started "credit"

African Americans
Northern

Racial Discrimination
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18th Amendment

21st

Illegal manufacture & importation of 
alcohol into the US during prohibition

grew as a result of bootlegging
smuggling

Urban

Science vs. Fundamentalist Christianity
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Too many goods were produced & could 
not be sold - prices went down

people bought too many stocks on margin and really owned 
only a small portion so they couldn't cover their loans

Huge gap between the rich & poor
1920s = 40% of population was poor

Banks could not protect or guarantee 
peoples' savings

Too much buying using installment plans

There was no direct relief from the gov't for the poor
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Relief = help the suffering with jobs

Recovery = help economy grow

Reform = new measures to prevent future depressions

Still Exists Today

Still Exists Today

Unconstitutional

Unconstitutional
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Packing the court with justices who 

were his supporters of the New Deal

The US declared it would 
withhold weapons from all 
warring nations

Great Britain could buy our 
weapons but they had to 
take them away themselves

Provided aid including, 
warships to Great Britain

we would stay out of war but we would supply "arms" to democratic nations
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Americans 
bought bonds 
to invest in the 
war & helped 
the US fund 

the war

Americans could 
only buy certain 
amounts of gas, 
coffee, sugar, so 
there would be 

enough for troops

By growing their 
own food, there 

would be more for 
the soldiers

Women worked in 
plants to 

manufacture 
defense goods 
and weapons

They were forced to live in detention 
(internment) camps b/c they were 

considered possible enemies

Korematsu vs. US

The gov't had the right to restrict people's 
rights in times of war for nation's security
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Everyone is responsible for their own actions

A policy to stop Communism from spreading

Western powers flew over Eastern or Western 
Berlin dropping food, supplies, medicine

A policy that said the US would help any nation fearing 
Communism (Greece & Turkey)

US gave economic aid to rebuild Europe after WWII

Cold War hotspot = U.N. troops tried to help S. Korea 
defend itself against Communist N. Korea (cease-fire)

democratic Europeans

Warsaw 

it's against the law  to 
be a Communist & I will 
have you blacklisted
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They investigated Communist activity in the U.S.
They investigated the movie industry in the 1940s & 1950s

Cutting off from employment of many writers, actors, directors
list of "commies"

Big bully! He began his own hunt for Communists. He made bold 
accusations and started a witch-hunt, ruining reputations.

Idea that if one nation used nuclear weapons it would be MAD!

President Kennedy ordered a naval blockade of Cuba 
when the Soviets constructed nuclear missile sites on the 

island which was only 90 miles from FloridaBrink of War

Returning soldiers received help 
from the gov't to attend college

Increase in births during the 
late 1940s - 1950s after WWII 

ended & US entered a 
prosperous, calm period

One of the first planned 
suburbs for returning GI's

Federal money used to build highways across 
America - led to increased economic growth
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Linda Brown wanted to go to a white school. South 
Carolina said no more "separate but equal"
Plessy vs. Ferguson decision was reversed

Blacks refuse to ride the buses in protest 
of Rosa Parks' arrest

President called the National Guard to escort 
black students into a white high school

Interstate Commerce Commission banned 
segregation on interstate trains and buses

more than 200,000 people 
demonstrated for civil rights

They marked the beginning of change 
& equal rights for African Americans

Protection for voting rights for 
all Americans

Led to school integration
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unfair to discriminate in 
the workplace

can't discriminate against 
girls in team sports

all children have the right to an education 
no matter what handicap they may have

people with physical handicaps must 
have access to public facilities

NASA
pledged to put a man on the moon by 1970

Americans volunteer to help in 3rd world nations

tried to overthrow Castro in Cuba - Failed

The USSR put missiles on Cuba & JFK ordered a naval 
blockade around Cuba - USSR withdrew missiles

He wanted Americans 
to volunteer

ex: Peace Corps
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Johnson was a very effective law maker - made JFK's dreams come true!

Community action programs started to give the 
poor a voice in defining housing, education, police

END POVERTY!

Preschool programs began for the poor

Public housing built for poor - "The Projects"

JFK = New Frontier

US naval ships were 
attacked near Vietnam

Gave President & Congress 
an opportunity to increase 

US involvement 

Congress gave President 
Johnson permission to send 

troops to Vietnam

Vietnam was still an 
undeclared war

Escalation of war by the 
Vietcong guerillas

More deaths - 
showed how difficult this war 

was to fight for the US

US troops killed innocent men, 
women, & children in a village

Public outrage against 
Vietnam War

Terrible deaths caused by this 
chemical used to defoliate 

"jungles"

Photos of Napalm burning 
skin off innocent civilians - 

anti-war feelings

More and more troops were 
sent to Vietnam

Anti-war feelings

young men were called to 
service

More poor, African 
Americans served

- Thousands avoided 
draft by burning cards

first televised war war protests

student demonstrations at a 
University - National Guard 

fired on students killing several

anti-war feelings and 
pressure to get out of 

Vietnam
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removing US forces & replacing them with 
Vietnam forces. More bombing raids.

A law limiting the powers of the President 
to send troops to war

Nixon visited China & opened up new 
diplomacy

Soviet Arms Limitation Talks

ease up of tensions between US & USSR

18 yr olds could now vote

Reporting of the Watergate Scandal by 
the NY Times (freedom of press)

Supreme Court ruled that the gov't could 
not stop publication of the secret papers

Nixon hired burglars to break into 
Democratic headquarters to install "spy" 

equipment (tape recorders)
Newspapers found out & the House of 

Reps began impeachment process

Nixon resigned!!

Congress passed this act to reverse the precedent 
set by the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution which gave 

the President sweeping powers in Vietnam
Now the President has to notify Congress within 

48 hrs. of sending troops to a foreign country.

checks & 
balances 

works

Carter arranged talks between 
Egypt's President Sadat and Israel 

Prime Minster Menachim Begin.
They hammered out a peace treaty 
& Egypt became the first nation to 

recognize Israel's existence.

Fuel Prices soared setting 
off inflation

Long gas lines
Embargo by Organization 

of Petroleum Exporting 
nations

Biggest foreign policy 
crisis for Carter

Iranian rebels were angry at the US 
gov't for allowing their deposed ex-

leader, the Shah of Iran to have 
hospital treatment in the US. In 
retaliation, they kidnapped 50 

Americans & held them hostage.
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calls Soviet Union - "an evil empire"

Reagan called for tax cuts on businesses & the wealthy, believing 
they would reinvest & stimulate the growth of the economy

hostages in Iran are released b/c Reagan made a secret deal to sell Iranians weapons
$ used to fund "Contra-rebels" in Nicaragua without Congress permission

STAR WARS Plan - massive defensive satellite shield to destroy incoming soviet missiles

to use ground-based and space-based systems to 
protect the United States from attack by strategic 

nuclear ballistic missiles

The Soviets went broke trying to compete 
with our massive defense spending

Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait (lots of oil)

US & Europe worried so...Persian Gulf War

First Gulf War

Gulf War I

First Iraq War

AKA:

Kuwait was freed after a very quick war
The Coalition ceased Iraqs advance and declared a cease-fire 

100 hours after the ground campaign started.
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he balanced the budget & 
the stock market grew

North American Free Trade Agreement
encouraged trade by eliminating tariffs b/w 

Canada, US, Mexico

sent troops to Bosnia to stop a genocide

put on trial for lying during an ethics hearing (perjury) at his relationship with an intern
he was impeached, but not convicted - need 2/3 vote by Senate

They were impeached by the House of Representatives, 
but not convicted by the Senate

Asked Congress to invade Afghanistan 
calling the attacks of war.
War on terrorism begins.

gave sweeping new powers to gov't agencies
created a new cabinet level dept. - Homeland Security

to coordinate anti-terrorism activities of 40 federal agencies

2001

2002
Bush administration warned Saddam Hussein to eliminate 

Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. Hussein claimed that he 
did not have such weapons. The UN sent an inspection team, 

but did not find any. The US & Great Britain, without UN 
support, launched an attack in March 2003. More than 

200,000 US troops were sent to Iraq (4,486 US deaths). 
Saddam Hussein was caught, tried, and executed. A new 

governing council was put in place with the goal of allowing 
Iraq to become independent and democratic.
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right to health care, access, fairness, sustainability, 
quality & amounts spent by government?

Obamacare

insurance coverage for 
Americans & reducing the 

costs of health care

controversy regarding ethnicity, economic benefits, jobs for non-immigrants, 
settlement patterns, impact on upward social mobility, crime, & voting

Cyber Security, Internet, Robotics, Weaponry

Fossil Fuels




